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WINTER IS COMING: EU vs. Russia

Patricia de la Hoz Méndez

It is no lie or surprise that Europe is highly dependent on Russian natural gas and oil. That is why after
more than 200 days since Russia's invasion of Ukraine, Europe is preparing for the arrival of one of
the harshest winters ever: its first winter without Russian gas.

Since February 24, Europe's relationship with Moscow has been strained to the limit with the
continued imposition of sanctions on the Kremlin aimed at stifling its financial muscle: hydrocarbon
revenues. But this has not deterred Moscow, on the contrary, it has caused the country to seek to
grow its sales to nations like China that rely on hydrocarbon imports. More than half of the natural
gas used by the Asian superpower is purchased, and around two thirds of it is imported as LNG
(Liquid Natural Gas). Since the Russian invasion of Ukraine, China has sent Moscow the most money
in exchange for its fossil fuels: €30 billion for oil, €1 billion for natural gas, and €3 billion for coal. This
situation has strained relations between Moscow and Beijing (Hernández & López, 2022).

Hence, the strong dependence on the old continent and Russia's limitations on natural gas and oil
exports, together with the escalation of gas prices, have set off the alarm bells of an energy crisis in
Europe.
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Does Europe have enough gas to face the winter?

Due to the EU bloc's significant reliance on Russian gas, this is the primary question that many are
asking. Russia supplies over 40% of the natural gas used in Europe. This question arises from the
extremely significant reduction in Russian gas supplies over the last year; the Nord Stream capacity
was dropped by 60% in the first half of the year and by as much as 20% in July and since then it has
since been permanently cut. However, pipelines running via Turkey and Ukraine continue to transport
Russian gas to Europe (ibid).

On these grounds, due to its concern that Russia will further reduce its gas supplies, the EU has been
building up its energy reserves in preparation for the winter months when demand will be higher. The
EU nations have been rapidly filling their gas storage facilities as the energy impasse has gotten
worse. According to data from Gas Infrastructure, the facilities are currently occupied to 82% of
capacity, exceeding the 80% goal officials had set for the nations before November. This has been
possible as the EU has chosen to diversify its energy supply sources. For instance, it has raised its
imports of liquefied natural gas by 44% while increasing its purchase of natural gas from Algeria and
Norway (Cooban, 2022).

Other country playing an important role in Europe's energy dependency is the United States. Since
the beginning of the invasion, European dependence on American energy has increased significantly
as the EU agreed with the country to increase its annual gas supply by 15 billion cubic meters,
representing a 68% increase in imports of this resource compared to 2021. But this agreement could
be affected by the upcoming American legislative elections, where one third of the Senate and the
entire House of Representatives will be renewed. All of this comes at a time when there is total
tension as the American people are requesting stability in gas prices and the Whitehouse Casablanca
will have to reduce crude oil shipments to Europe in order to prevent a sharp increase in gasoline
costs (ibid).

Nevertheless, some nations must pay exorbitant tariffs because of their current energy crisis. For
instance, among the nations in Europe most reliant on Russian energy are Spain, Portugal, and
France. Moreover, if Moscow follows through on its threat to shut off all taps, neighboring nations
like Germany and Austria have a very small margin of safety to meet energy demand.

Actions taken

Europe has made the decision to take matters into its own hands and to undertake a number of
energy-saving measures in light of the circumstances and the repercussions that the old continent
may experience in the future. For instance, the EU Member States decided in July to voluntarily cut
their natural gas use in winter by 15%. There is a potential that Europe will be able to handle this
winter season if this is accomplished and temperatures do not drop below the historical average.

However, some nations are getting ready to spend a lot of money in an effort to contain the
instability among their citizens. For instance, the German government launched a €65 billion aid
package to assist companies and people. Experts also do not exclude out rationing and outages.
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TEMPERATURE LIMITS DOOR CLOSING LIGHT SWITCH-OFF

Spain



Air conditioning

between 27º and 19º in

spaces open to the

public and offices.

Closed doors in

air-conditioned commercial

premises.

Switching off lights in

shop windows,

illuminated signs and

unoccupied public

buildings from 10PM

onwards.

Germany



Heating up to 19º and

hot water shut-off in

non-residential public

buildings.

Closed doors in

air-conditioned commercial

premises.

Switching off lights in

public buildings,

monuments, shop

windows and advertising

between 10PM and 6AM.

Greece



Air conditioning

between 27º and 19º in

public buildings.

Shutdown in areas and

schedules without

workers.

X

Shutdown of offices in

areas and times with no

workers.

Italy


Climate control between

27º and 19º C.

Closed doors in

air-conditioned commercial

premises in cities such as

Rome or Milan.

X

France



Air conditioning

between 26º and 19º in

public buildings.

Closed doors in

air-conditioned commercial

premises, in force in large

cities, but the government

wants to extend the

measure.

Switching off shop

window lights and

illuminated advertising

from 1 o'clock, or one

hour after closing.

Table 1. Measures taken for some countries (recommendations and mandatory measures)

Despite the measures and the great speeches of Brussels and the European Council, the uncertainty
as to whether Europe will be able to face the winter is becoming increasingly important due to
Europe's great energy dependence on Russia, in addition to the fact that nuclear and hydroelectric
generation have fallen by 14% and 25%, respectively, and reservoirs are at minimum levels.

Lastly, the ultimate challenge that Europe may face through this tough season is the mass exodus of
Ukrainians in the face of Russia's attacks to de-energize the country according to UNHRC.
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Although there is no doubt that the winter months will demand great sacrifices from Europeans, we
will have to wait and see how the situation evolves and what strategy Europe will follow to face an
unprecedented winter.
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